PRYSMIAN’S FLAGSHIP ENERGY TRANSITION CABLE PLANT TO BECOME GROUP’S FIRST NET-ZERO FACTORY
PIKKALA - FINLAND - IS A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR HIGH-TECH POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION CABLE
THE GROUP CONFIRMS ITS COMMITMENT TO REDUCE CO2 EMISSIONS
Milan, 25th January 2021 – Prysmian Group, world leader in the energy and telecom cable systems industry, is taking a step forward
on its path to improve the sustainability of its operations, by making its Finland submarine, high- and medium-voltage cable plant, the
company’s excellence center also for green energy consumption. The Pikkala plant is strategic for the Prysmian Group because it is a
center of excellence for the production of cables employed for land and submarine interconnections, for both onshore and offshore
wind farms all over the world.
One hundred percent of the energy used at Pikkala will be from certified renewable sources. The plant’s new on-site biomass heating
system will cut its annual CO2 emissions using recycled wood from sources such as Prysmian’s own cable transport drums after they
become unsuitable for industrial use, one of the steps Prysmian Group is taking on its “race to net-zero”. To further reduce CO2
emissions, Pikkala’s corporate auto fleet is now completely made up of hybrid or electric vehicles, reflecting the Group’s overall targets.
Pikkala is responsible for the production of high-, medium- and low-voltage land and submarine cables for the energy transition. It is
one of Prysmian Group’s three submarine cable plants in Europe, along with Arco Felice (Naples) and Drammen (Norway).
“We are accelerating our commitment to de-carbonization,” said Andrea Pirondini, Chief Operating Officer. “We aim to set sciencebased carbon reduction targets and will calculate supply-chain emissions (Scope 3) along with those produced directly by the Group.
In the meantime, we want to implement new circular energy systems in our plants like the one at Pikkala.”
The cables produced at Pikkala support the growing renewable energy industry in Europe and the United States by offering state-ofthe-art technology. Pikkala has supplied cables for many European offshore wind farm projects including Helwin 1 and Helwin 2, Borwin
3, and Dolwin 3 and Dolwin 5, as well as many submarine interconnections like COBRA and IFA2. The plant will supply U.S. offshore
wind developer Vineyard Wind with a submarine power cable system for a wind farm off the shore of Massachusetts. Prysmian Group
is also leading the renewable energy market in Finland and is supplying cables for many onshore wind projects in the country.
Using renewable energy at Pikkala will help Prysmian Group meet several goals on its Sustainability Scorecard for 2022: to cut C02
emissions by 2-3%; to recycle as much as two-thirds of its own waste; and to reuse 27% of its own drums. Starting from 2020 for the
next three years, Prysmian will invest around €450 million to further improve the sustainability of its organization and supply chain,
and to accelerate the development of advanced cable technologies as well as assets and services. Energy consumption reduction,
circularity and waste recyclability are key in Prysmian’s efforts.
Surveying and preparations for the on-site biomass heating system at the 500-person plant will start in January 2021, with construction
due to begin in February.
“We are very pleased to be contributing to the circular economy with this new heating solution,” said Borjan Sehovac, CEO of Prysmian
Finland. “Pikkala will be the Group’s very first net-zero plant, and this is a win-win solution: it has benefits for the environment while
reducing the Group’s energy costs.”

About Prysmian Group North America:
Based in Highland Heights, KY, Prysmian Group North America operates in the United States and Canada. In July 2018, the Group
finalized the acquisition of General Cable resulting in combined operations that include 23 plants, 6 R&D centers and over 5,800
employees. In 2018, Prysmian Group North America’s combined net sales totaled $4 billion. The Group is strongly positioned in high
tech markets and offers the widest possible range of products, services, technologies and know-how. A world leader in the design,
manufacture and sale of wire and cable products, Prysmian Group North America’s business units include power distribution, specialty,
telecoms, trade & installers and energy projects (HV). Prysmian Group is a public company, listed on the Italian Stock Exchange in the
FTSE MIB index. Additional information is available at na.prysmiangroup.com.
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